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A: You look familiar. Haven't we met somewhere before?

B: I don't think so. I'm not ………… .

at around of there round

from here around from around here

1-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Welcome to Rio. ..............you ever been here before?

B: No, it's my……..time. 

Have/first Did/first Have/the first Have/second

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: In order to communicate well with people of other countries, you must learn to speak well,

right?

B: Yes, but speaking isn't………… . Your gestures and other non-verbal actions are also necessary.     

nothing anything something everything

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Do you know which sound often disappears in a sentence like "When did he buy the ticket?" ?

B: Yes, The sound…………….. .     

/b/ in 'buy' /h/ in 'he' /h/ in 'when' /k/ In 'ticket'

4-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Did you……………….in New York?

B: Yes, I enjoyed a lot.   

sightseeing went sightseeing

go sightseeing go side-seeing

5-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Audrey, have you met our new classmate?

B: No, I…………….. .   

don't didn't haven't am not

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Do you prefer to go out tonight?

B: I would rather …………..tonight.

not go out not to go out to not go out out not to go

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: What would you prefer to see – a classic or a comedy?

B: It doesn't………….to me. You choose.

rely depend problem matter

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: The new movie was hilarious.

B: Yes, it was very…………… .    

silly funny boring terrible

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A: How long have you lived here? 

B: I have lived here…………..2005.

as since from to

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: You know,I saw Crazy Horse.Have you seen it?

B: Yes.but I didn't like it.There was too much killing for me.It was.................. .

violent weird boring silly

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Guest: Good morning. I'm checking…………of room 412. Here's my key.

Clerk: Was your stay satisfactory?

in on out off

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: By the way, is the restaurant still open?

B: It is. But You'd be4er………… . It closes at 9:00.     

wait hurry don't go going

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Hello? I'd like to speak to Anne Smith. She is a guest.

B: I'm sorry. She's not in now. Would you like to………….a message?  

live have take leave

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Hello. Room service. How can I help you?

B: Hi, I'd like to……………..a cup of tea. 

eat order give bring

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A car with a(n) ......................has a hand-operated gearshift and a foot-operated clutch with wich a

driver changes gears.

automatic transmission automatic shift

manual transmission annual transmission

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Do know where the taillights of the car are installed?

B: Yes. They are installed........................... . 

at the back of the car at the front of the car

near the windshield near the side-view mirror

17-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A:Can you drop the car ............tomorrow morning at about 9:00?

B:Sure.What time can I...................?

off/turn it off in/pick it up off/get it on off/pick it up

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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"......................................."is a way to show concern.

Thank goodness! How awful!

There's someone ahead of you. It doesn't matter to me.

19-

1. 2.

3. 4.

Ms. Asher: Is the gas tank full?

Driver: Yes. I just filled it……….. .

up of off out

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Client:...............................................................?

Recep:onist: Yes,it is.Most people give about 10 pescent.

How much do you charge for a facial? How much does it cost?

Is it customary to leave a tip? Can I charge it to my room?

21-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: No one speaks Japanese there.

B: Don't worry. The store's self-service. It'll be a piece of cake.

'Be a piece of cake' means 'it is………………' .    

strange very hard very easy wonderful

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Excuse me. Where would I find toothpaste?

B: Toothpaste? Have a…………..aisle 2.      

look in looking at looks at looking on

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Did you speak to the manager?

B: No. I didn't speak to…………………. . 

no one someone no other one anyone

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Do you know which syllable in the words 'manicure' and 'pedicure' is stressed?

B: Yes, the………….syllable is stressed.  

first last third second

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Can I lose weight through liposuction?

B: Yes. Liposuction can remove ………….deposits, but it is not recommended.     

fat salt bone minerals

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: What in the world are you eating, chocolate again?

Question:"What in the world".......................................... .

is a commen way of asking Why? is an exaggerated way of asking What?

meaning you are on a diet.Aren't you? is a way to offer someone food.

27-

1. 2.

3. 4.
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A: Are you a big coffee drinker?

B: Yes,Definitely. .....................coffee.    

I crazy  I dislike I don't like I'm crazy about

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Please help yourself .

B: Everything looks great, but I'll pass on the chicken.

Question:"I'll pass"....................................... .

meaning take what you'd like. is a way to show the interests.

is a way to accept an offer. is a way to decline an offer.

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Don't they have two sons?

B: ……………… . They have three.

yes, they don't No, they don't No, they do Yes, they don't

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Do you still like candy?

B: I…………..like candy, but now I don't care for it.

use to used used to  to used

31-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: So tell me something about yourself.

B: Let's see. Most of all I enjoy…………tennis.

play plays playing to play

32-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: You look down. What's up.

B: Oh, nothing.I'm just tired of the same old grind.

Question:"the same old grind"reders......................................... .

to a serious problem.

to depressing,boring work or routine.

complains about works.

to worry about having to work on weekends.

33-

1.

2.

3.

4.

A: What kind of personality do you have?

B: Well, I'm a(n)………….. . I mean that I'm talkative. I like to work with others and I dislike being

alone.     

rebel self-critical introvert extrovert

34-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: I want to turn on the TV.

B: Well, let's go to the movie instead of………….TV.

watch watching watches to watch

35-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A: Did Picasso paint Guernica in 1937?

B: Yes, Guernica …………by Picasso in 1937.

painted is painted was painted  has painted

36-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Excuse me. What's this figure made…………..?

B: Wood. It's handmade.

of in on from

37-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: What do you think about this statue?

B: It's cool. I mean it's……………. .   

silly  boring terrible wonderful

38-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Do you like this new painting?

B: Actually, I'm not interested………..art.

in of to at

39-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: What do you think about 'artistic talent'?

B: The general belief is that artistic talent is something one………… ; a person either has talent or

does not.      

is born bears with is born with with is born

40-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: " I don't care about art." What does the speaker mean?

Art is not an important issue. I have no artistic talent.

I'm interested in art. I don't like art.

41-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I clicked on the the toolbar to save a file and the computer crashed.

Question:What does the speaker mean by saying "the computer crashed."?    

I tried turning the computer off. It couldn't do that well.

The computer restarted. The computer froze.

42-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Is this speaker the same as the old one?

B: Yes, the new speaker is……………the old one.   

as good as good as

not as good as not nearly as good as

43-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Do you want to……………some files?

B: Yes, I want to move a document, some music files, and a few pictures from the internet onto

my personal computer. 

delete reject download upload

44-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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A: I'm thinking about getting a new monitor.

B: Oh,really?......................?

A: Everybody says I should get an LG.

 What kind? Why do they recommend it?

What's your favorite one? How much does it cost?

45-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A:You mean you're not going to tell them?

B: I'd have to be nuts to ask them.

Question:When the speaker says"I'd have to be nuts"s/he means........................... .

I'll regret it. I'm kidding.

I'd have to be crazy. I'm not brave.

46-

1. 2.

3. 4.

A: Do you have all of the answers of the last exam?

B: No. In fact, if I had them, I………………them to you. 

gives would give will give had given

47-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: Is this your jacket?

B: No. The red one is…………….. .

it that my mine 

48-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: What about your friend's ticket?

B: Well, if I…………two tickets, I will give one of them to her.   

buy bought will buy had bought

49-

1. 2. 3. 4.

A: What do you think of the C40 Monitor?Does it have a big screen?

B: Well,I'd say the C40 Monitor is just as large a the new Z8 Monitor.

Ques:on:The C40 monitor is........................the Z8 monitor.

smaller than larger than the same as as the same

50-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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